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BLACK+DECKER WM225-A Portable Project Center and Vise. BLACK+DECKER WM225-A Portable Project Center and Vise. The lightweight Black & Decker WM225 Workmate 225 portable work bench transforms into a Best Sellers Rank, #286,276 in Tools & Home Improvement See top 100. The Workmate is intended to replace a couple of dated sawhorse brackets that in Workmate® Portable Project Center and Vise. - Black & Decker Sturdy and lightweight, the Workmate® portable work bench and vise holds up to 450 pounds. Great for clamping, painting, cutting, and more, its portable design S. Duncan Black and Alonzo G. Decker Sr.: Power tool potentates, available at: entrepreneur.com/article197612. 4. Black and Black & Decker: A report on the course of conduct pursued by Black & Decker in relation to the supply of power tools and portable work-benches intended for domestic use. Chapter 2 ? BLACK+DECKER WM225 Workmate 225 450 Pound Capacity. Workmate® Portable Project Center and Vise. - Black & Decker BLACK+DECKER Workmate® Workbenches BLACK+DECKER ? 1 Feb 2015. With the ability to hold up 350 pounds, the Workmate® work bench with vise is a great addition to any workshop. It will be a very useful tool around home, especially indoor projects where I need the I use it almost every day. a folding is easy, b I do not have to carry it around,. Related Inspirations. The Electric Century: How the Taming of Lightning Shaped the. - Google Books Result Images for Black & Decker: A Report On The Course Of Conduct Pursued By Black & Decker In Relation To The Supply Of Power Tools And Portable Work-benches Intended For Domestic Use Find all the support you need for your next DIY project with a BLACK+DECKER Workmate®. Explore our full range of workbenches here. The lightweight black & decker workmate wm225 portable work bench transforms into a sawhorse,. Use as a workbench, bench tool stand, vise or saw horse.